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Purim 

Slide Show 

Customize your 

Purim  
slide show   

each slide includes 
 a Purim caption 
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Remember to avoid shadows when taking the photos.  Don't have "actor" too close to wall! 

B"H 
The Customized animated Purim Slide Show  

What you’ll get … 
A great entertaining, educational and professional Megillah slide show using your students/members' faces as the actors in the Purim story.  There 
are captions for each of the 64 slides. This will be prepared as a ready- to-go ANIMATED PowerPoint presentation.  
You can also get … 
A colorful Bingo game. NEW AND IMPROVED You can print out 50 different Bingo cards. The photos will be of the same poses of the as the Slide-
show; the faces will differ. Bingo cards make the slide show an entertaining silent game. 

Prepare the background 
Required Hang up a colored backdrop (oak tag - preferably , green or light blue. as shown below) It is important that the background is not  
a color that can be confused with hair color or skin color.  Do not use Fluorescent colors. Make sure the lighting is adequate. 

Take a few snapshots so that you can have options. It’s as simple as telling the child to either smile at the camera or show a serious face. 
Only the face is necessary in the picture, but that does not mean the photographer should zoom up on the face, quite to the contrary.  
Costumes are not necessary.   
It’s best that you ask the children to remove glasses, hoods, scarves, large collars, etc.  
It is okay if the same child poses as different Purim personalities.  

It is a very simple picture taking process like never before! 
The accompanying checklist includes a picture ID and a brief description if the actor, the only details one needs to take note of is if it should be a 
boy or a girl or if there should be a happy face or a serious one. It’s that simple. 

Taking the pictures 
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Review the pictures that you are sending to make sure that: 
◊ You include one picture for each pose required. There are several slides that aren’t shown, because those are generic slides with
Haman, etc. 
◊ You are happy with the pictures you end up sending for production.

Rename the pictures to match the numbers on the checklist. (Right click the photo, select "rename" and rename the picture.) i.e. #17 
(no need for description or name) on the pictures where there are more than one child, rename the photos 2a 2b etc.  

Confirm that slide numbers match the checklist.  
Send the photos and a check to the address’ below. 
Once the slide show is completed it will be emailed to you via www.yousendit.com  

Test the slide show as soon as you get it to make sure that all is correct. Be very careful not to move around any part of the PowerPoint slide 
show, for every photo in the slideshow is positioned precisely where it needs to be…. 

Fully customized Slide Show $220 
Early bird (before 14 Adar 1)  $170 
Partially customized*  $80 
Returning customers** $125 
Bingo,     $50 

(*Partially customized - all photos are generic, except the two slides that include a photo of the rabbi and the opening slide welcoming every-
one to Chabad of…..) 
(**Returning customers - if order is made before 5 Shevat and a new customer is recommended).  
The customizing of the slide show cannot begin until full payment is received; you may decide later to purchase the matching bingo cards.    
Send Photos   
Preferably zip pictures and send via yousendit.com or alternatively email many pictures at once to msg12@optonlin.net 
Send check to: 
Meir Geisinsky, 234 Washington Ave, Cedarhurst, NY 11516  For more info, e-mail: Meiranddas@optonline.net  or call 516-458-3833 

Finished customized slideshow will not be sent back until payment is received. 

After Taking the Pictures 

Pricing 

B”H 
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You will notice photo numbers are missing, that is because they are the generic photos, Haman, etc.  

It is highly recommended that you write the name of the "actor" so that you can rename / renumber the pictures very easily.  

When it requests for the rabbi to be photographed, it's referring to actual Rabbi of the Chabad house or someone of your choice.   

# 3a Either boy or girl smiling 3b Either  3c Chabad Rabbi smiling 

# 4a  Boy Smiling  4b Girl Smiling 

# 5a Either boy or girl smiling 5b Either  

# 6a Either boy or girl smiling 6b Either  

# 8 Boy Smiling 

# 9 Girl Smiling 

# 10 Boy Smiling 

# 15a Boy Smiling 15b Girl Smiling 

# 16 Boy Smiling 

# 18 Boy mad 

# 19 Boy serious  

# 21a Boy Smiling 21b Girl Sad 

# 22 Girl Smiling 

# 23 Boy Smiling 

# 24 Boy Smiling 

# 25a Boy serious  25b Girl Serious 

# 26a Boy serious  26b Girl Serious 

# 27 Boy Smiling 

# 28 Boy Smiling 
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# 30 Boy serious  

# 33 Boy Smiling 

# 35 Boy Smiling 

# 37a Boy Smiling 37b Girl Smiling 

# 38a Boy serious  38b Girl Serious 

# 39 Boy Smiling 

# 44 Boy Smiling 

# 45 Boy Smiling 

# 46a Boy serious  46b Girl Serious 

# 47a Boy serious  47b Girl Serious 

# 48a Boy Smiling 48b Boy Smiling 

# 49 Boy serious  

# 50 Boy Smiling 50b Girl Smiling 

# 54 Boy Smiling 54b Girl Smiling 54c Girl Smiling 

# 55 Either boy or girl smiling 

# 56a Rabbi Smiling  56b Rebbetzin smiling or anyone else  

# 57 Boy Smiling 

# 58 Either boy or girl smiling 

# 59a Boy Smiling 59b Boy Smiling 

# 59c Girl Smiling 59d Girl Smiling 

  Boys photographed need 32 Girls needed  16 
Either Boy 

or Girl 8 

Rabbi photographed  2 Rebbetzin  1 
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Quick glance at the slide show. Slides will include lots of motion.  
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